CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
AEROBICS (INC 50+)
The original exercise to music workout. A progressive routine to up tempo music will keep you on
your toes. Great for your heart and lungs plus burning off those extra calories.
AQUA-FIT (INC 50+)
A low impact water-based class will improve your fitness and tone those wobbly bits. Suitable for
non-swimmers.
BODY CONDITIONING
A variety of all-over body exercises using your own body weight/free weights/stability balls will help
tone and strengthen your body and core muscles.
BOOT CAMP
Looking for a challenging but fun workout? Boot Camp is the class for you. With various exercises
which will work the majority of your muscles - this class will bring results - burn calories - tone and
shape!
BOXERCISE
This class is designed to build on your own fitness whilst also incorporating a variety of drills and
exercises relevant to the Boxing profession. Also includes partner work and shadow boxing.
50+ CIRCUITS
Working at your own pace the various exercise "stations" will give you an all over body workout to
keep you fit and healthy
CIRCUITS
A fast paced class based on various" exercise stations" getting a total body workout.
CLUBBERCISE
Get your glow sticks ready and join in this fun class! Simple dance routines to club tracks from the
90's to the latest chart hits. Strobe lighting is used in this class.
HIIT
High Intensity Interval Training works by short blasts of high energy exercises with active rest in
between each exercise. This class will help you tone up, burn lots of calories and improve your
overall fitness. This class is not suitable for absolute beginners to exercise.
LEGS/BUMS/TUMS
Just as the name suggests. A workout to target those troublesome areas. Tone and sculpt your body
into the shape you want.
YOGALATES
A combination of Yoga and Pilates will help to improve your core strength through a combination of
exercises.
BROADWAY BOOGIE
This is a choreographed dance class which enables you to dance along to all your favourite musicals
whilst also burning calories. Strobe lighting is used in this class.

STUDIO CYCLE
A fitness class delivered on Spin Cycles. A fast paced class made different through sprints, hill climbs
and other tempo based movements. Strobe lighting is used in this class.
WOMAN’S DEFENCE CLASS
A Personal Safety Class funded to help develop the defensive skills amongst woman who may feel
vulnerable. This includes regular partner work to get maximum benefit from the class.
FITNESS PILATES
This class uses a range of equipment at a lower intensity to assist with day to day mobility in order to
assist with making everyday tasks easier to complete. This also includes a range of stretching.
STEP AND TONE
This class incorporates the use of a fitness Step. This class is similar to Total Tone in this sense it
hopes to achieve an all-round workout. It does however have particular focus to the use of a step.

